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CONTROL

IMPLEMENTATION FOR CROSS-COMPATIPLE PLATFORMS
SUMMARY
In last decades with the increasing importance of unmanned vehicles in civilian and
military spaces, many different researches are focused on the developments of
unmanned systems and autonomy. This thesis study is expressed the design of
microavionics architecture for unmanned testbeds as in Fig.3.3 in Control and
Avionics Laboratory. This microavionics hardware is designed in two different ways
as Core Design and Distributed Bus Based design. The advantages and disadvantages
of two different designs are compared. Besides the Hardware-in-the-Loop system
design for ground test and hardware testing are also explained in detail. The
linearization of nonlinear aircraft equations, obtaining lateral and longitudinal
dynamics, implementation of linear control methodology both in ground testbeds and
in Trainer-60 model aircraft are shown in the following sections. At last, the Network
Mission Simulator and the integration of Hardware-in-the-Loop system and the
integration of the Trainer-60 model aircraft during real-flight is explained and
depicted in this thesis work.
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KÜÇÜK

BOYUTTAKİ

KARA

ARAÇLARI

VE

İNSANSIZ

HAVA

ARAÇLARI İÇİN GELİŞTİRİLMİŞ MİKROAVİYONİK SİSTEM VE
MİKROAVİYONİK KONTROL İMPLEMENTASYONU
ÖZET
Son yıllarda insansız hava ve yer araçları gerek sivil gerek askeri sahalarda ciddi
önem kazanmıştır. Bu önem dolayısıyla insansız sistemler ve otonomi üzerine pek
çok araştırmalar hali hazırda günümüzde de derinleşerek devam etmektedir. Bu
çalışmada İTÜ Uçak Uzay Bilimleri Fakültesi Kontrol ve Aviyonik Labratuvarında
bulunan humvee isimli yer aracı ve Trainer-60 model insansız hava aracı için
tasarlanmış Core Design ve Distributed Microavionics Design isimli iki farklı sistem
anlatılacak ve bu sistemlerin birbirlerine olan üstünlükleri ve ne amaçla
kullanıldıklarından bahsedilecektir. Daha sonra bütün donanımı yerde daha ucuz ve
güvenli bir şekilde test edebilmek için tasarlanmış donanım çevrimli benzetim iki
farklı kullanım seçeneğiyle anlatılacak ve bunun üzerindeki kontrol ve kontrolcülerin
test edilme mantalitesi gösterilecektir. Ayrıca ilerleyen kısımlarda uçağın lineer
olmayan denklemlerinden ve bunların bir çalışma noktası etrafında
lineerleştirilmesinden ve bu şekilde matematik modelin uçak için elde edilmesi
anlatılacak, boylamsal ve yanal dinamikler uçak için elde edilecek ve bu dinamikler
donanım çevrimli benzetim ortamında test edilecektir. En son olarak Network
Simülatöründen ve bizim donanım çevrimli benzetimiz vasıtasıyla aviyoniklerimizin
ve yazılımlarımızın, ayrıca gerçek uçuş sırasındaki uçağın bu görev simülatörüne
integrasyonu ayrıntılı olarak anlatılacaktır.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, autonomous systems have been in the heart of the technological
researches. Especially Unmanned Aerial Vehicles are very important and prominent
part of the researches concerning with autonomy. Today, many fixed-wing and
rotary-wing unmanned aircrafts was developed with different scales and UAVs
accomplished many missions in both civilian and military environment. For this
reason, first of all a few of very important UAVs and their areas of usage are going
to explain to show the impact of this technology.
Unmanned aerial systems demonstrated their ability notably in military operations
and warfare. Such examples as in Figure 1.11, accomplished specific goals of United
Stated and become a significant part of the U.S. arsenal [3, 4, 5]. United States Air
Force and Navy as a surveillance aircraft use RQ-4 Global Hawk, which is
manufactured by Northrop Grumman. Moreover, in technological world combats are
most probably failed without communication, reconnaissance and surveillance.
Today, some of the UAVs become the integral part of the technologically developed
armies, such as Global Hawk and RQ-2 Pioneer in US army. RQ-2 Pioneer is
belonged to substantially US Navy and generally launched by catapult, or runway.
Pioneer accomplished reconnaissance missions during Persian Gulf, Somalia and
Iraq conflicts. MQ-8 Fire Scout is rotary wing unmanned aerial vehicle used by US
armed forces in order to provide aerial reconnaissance, situational awareness and
precision targeting support. Last picture in Fig.1.1 is Vertical takeoff UAV called the
Bell Eagle Eye. Today, U.S Coast Guard has used Blue Eagle Eye. Besides some of
this UAVs are also used as combat vehicles in military operations, such as MQ-1
Predator with its Hellfire missiles.
In spite of their prominent military missions, UAVs can be used for several civil and
commercial applications. One of these civil UAVs is NASA Pathfinder, which is fuel
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and solar cell powered. It is developed by AeroVironment Inc. to serve as
atmospheric satellite. This testbed were used for airborne monitoring of coffee field

Figure 1.1 : Examples of Unmanned Aerial Systems
ripening in order to optimize the harvest [4] Another civil application is weather
reconnaissance. Therefore, Altus UAV is flying slowly around thunderstorm and
lightning in order to warn aircrafts to change their paths in dangerous conditions and
collect information about the life cycles of storms. As you know, Storms are
potential danger especially for United States. The other civilian applications are
environmental monitoring, forest fire monitoring, border patrol, aerial surveillance
and mapping, traffic monitoring and rescue operations [5].
As a consequence, the control, cooperation and design of unmanned aerial systems
become one of the very popular concepts in researches. In my thesis I describe the
standardized microavionics hardware as shown in Fig.1.2 includes sensors, autopilot
implementation, mission coordination computer and a communication unit. This
modular and expendable architecture consists of Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS)
products such as Motorola MPC555, Arm processor (LPC2294), PC/104 stacks and
Gumstix modules. MPC555 is supported by Matlab/Simulink, which enables rapid
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prototyping and automatic code generation. So, we embed our control and data
acquisition codes as easy as using Simulink.

Figure 1.2 : Microavionics General Architecture Diagram
Our scalable and modular microavionics design can compatible with cross platform
with minor modification, and this is the prominent feature of our system when it is
compared with general CAN Bus based architectures [6]. In the physical layer of the
microavionics appear sensors, such as Garmin GPS, Crista IMU as an 3 axis
accelerometer and gyro unit, magnetometer and Honeywell Altimeter. In addition,
laser range and ultrasonic range finders and wireless IP cameras are included as addon modules in order implement autonomous landing, takeoff and surveillance
missions. The cross-platform compatibility minimized the time consuming and
decreased the research expenses when we tested our microavionics design in
different ground and aerial platforms.
The common airspace mission simulator, as depicted in Fig.1.3 allows rapid
prototyping, software-in-the-loop (SIL) and hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testing of
the microavionics system and the coordination algorithms across manned and
unmanned fleets, and the mission control center. The manned vehicle dynamics,
UAV dynamics and low-level control algorithms are embedded within the xPC
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computers using Matlab/Simulink rapid prototyping technique for real-time
execution of the mathematical models and control algorithms. Equipped with touchscreen Command-and-Control (C2) interface at the pilot station, the platform also
allows us to rapidly prototype and test pilot-unmanned fleet supervisory control
designs [7]. Real in-flight UAVs or in-the-lab complete hardware system can connect
to the mission simulation using the communication link to the simulation server. The
flight network simulator has the capability to provide not only the visualization, but
also the communication layer for joint manned-unmanned vehicle operations and
missions in a common airspace. For operations in common airspace [8], this platform
has been serving as the main testing facility to test multiple vehicle coordination [9],
communication protocol design and concept-of-operation driven formation flight
algorithms [10]. An extended description of the in-house developed flight network
system, the hardware systems and the software architecture can be found in [11].
In conclusion, in chapter 2, the design and the development of former and current
microavionics hardware is given. In chapter 3, the mathematical modeling of fixedwing aircrafts and microavionics control implementation is described. In chapter 4,
hardware-in-the-loop integration microavionics design to the flight network
simulator and the components of mission simulator is given. In conclusion, results
and future direction of the project is criticized.

Figure 1.3 : Manned Network Mission Simulator
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2. DESIGN OF THE MICROAVIONICS SYSTEM
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the design of cross-compatible microavionics architecture is
described. After the microavionics design steps were completed, flight control
algorithms are implemented in Simulated and Real flights. The aim of the control is
to provide waypoint navigation and afterwards autonomous take off and landing.
Therefore, at first we discuss our former MPC555 core design and the final
distributed, CAN bus-backboned microavionics system, integrated in radio
controlled ground and aerial vehicles such as Trainer60 and mini Hummer [2, 12].

Figure 2.1 : The hardware-in-the-loop tests [2] of the micro-avionics core design.
This platform as depicted in Fig.2.1 is very efficient research environment both for
hardware and software development. This microavionics platform contributes
research in variety of topics such as flight control, modeling of aircrafts, multiple
vehicle coordination, navigation and guidance.
We decide to build a scalable multi-processor architecture based on CAN and
Ethernet Bus backbone as the final microavionics design [6]. The current
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microavionics collect expandable number of processors, including Phycore MPC555
board and an ARM LPC2294 board over the CAN and Ethernet Bus data backbone.
The sensor suite embeds Garmin GPS receiver, 3-axis accelerometer/gyro Crista
IMU, Honeywell Altimeter and Digital Compass as the primary sensors. Besides,
wireless transceiver is included to the microavionics in order to communicate with
the ground station as in Fig.2.11. The sensor suite, physical interface components
and their functionality is extensively described in the last section of chapter 2.
In the next two sections, the hardware and software architecture of the MPC555 core
design, the final distributed and Bus-backboned microavionics system are described.
Besides, we mention the functionality in-house designed subsystems such as human
pilot/autopilot switch circuit, TPU and power interface board, CAN physical
interfaces and SmartCan Nodes.
2.2 Core Design
Phytec MPC555 processor is in the center of our core design. In this architecture
shown in Fig.2.2, MPC555 provides the communication with sensors, parse the realtime information, and implement the control with the help of its MPWM channels,
which are connected to the servo actuators of the vehicle. Besides wireless
transceiver, which is connected to the serial channel of MPC555, transmits the data
to the ground station.
MPC555 allows automatic code generation with the help of CodeWarior and
Embedded Target, which is compatible with Matlab/Simulink environment.
Moreover, all of its I/O drivers are ready to use as the blocks of Simulink. With the
help of the visuality of the coding technique, we can easily handle the coding
problem and control engineer is not restricted because of low-level coding handicap.
Instead of this, control engineer uses the available device drivers and toolbox in
order to focus on high-level control and navigation problems.
The drivers for CAN,Serial and MIOS communications are available, but the number
of the limited serial and TPU usage capability and required data parse coding of our
different sensors necessitate some of external customization such as TPU and Power
interface board to meet requirements of our core design. As a result, we configured
the hardware according to our core design and we have developed generic software
library for MPC555 processor in Matlab environment. This generic library provide
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the data parsing from different kinds of sensors such as GPS, Magnetometer, Inertial
Measurement Unit and also control the actuators with the help of MIOS and MPWM
channels. Our physical design as shown in Fig.2.2 is based on three different layer
around the core processor MPC555.

Figure 2.2 : Core design structured around MPC555 and the main layers of the
connected physical devices.
The first layer is named as Network layer and it consists of the Wireless Transceiver
unit, Kvaser data logger connected via CAN channel and a radio receiver for the
human pilot operator control of the air vehicle. The second layer is the physical
interface layer, which is used to provide the compatibility between sensors and the
core processor. Besides, it consist of switch circuit, which is switch between human
operator control and the control of the core processor. A third layer is physical layer,
which contains the sensory devices and servo actuators. The sensors of the third layer
are IMU, Magnetometer, Altimeter and GPS, which are extensively described at the
last section of chapter 2.
In the next subsections, we review the generic properties of core design and the main
differences of core-design from the distributed microavionics design. Furthermore,
in-house developed custom libraries for MPC555 and data-communication of core
design are described. However, the sensor-suite, the architecture of the processors,
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some of customized boards are described in the last section, named distributed
microavionics design.
2.2.1 In-House Developed MPC555 Code Library
MPC555 is a lightweight and small size processing unit with several different onchip features. MPC555 processor was used with the development board provided by
phyCORE. Thus, all features, I/Os, CAN and Serial communication channels are
avaliable for programming on this board.
The MPC555 hardware is programmable with Matlab Real-Time Workshop.
Embedded Target for Motorola MPC555, is the toolbox of Simulink, contains CAN
blocks, QADC blocks, Serial Communication blocks, Interrupts, MIOS channels and
such device drivers and interfaces. The software library as shown in Fig.2.3 is
developed for Simulink, which provides communication with sensors, parsing the
sensor data. and use the sensory information with adding time stamps for detecting
the accurate position and orientation of the vehicle. Besides, as depicted in Fig.2.2
this library serve the communication between Network layer of Core Design and
servo actuators. The block library contains two blocks for GPS unit. One of them is
connected to the SPI port of the MPC555 and the other is connected to the TPU
port. Therefore, the blocks for parsing and acquisition are a little bit different,
because of the channel type. That is because of limited number of SPI ports.
Besides, magnetometer parse code is derived heading, pitch and roll angles with
appropriate time stamps. Time stamp is acquired with the help of Pulse-Per- Second
(PPS) signal of GPS unit and it provides the synchronization of the complete system
in every second. Moreover, IMU subsystem block outputs the linear accelerations
and angular rates along with time stamps. At last, the altimeter subsystem block
acquires the air pressure in psi units.
In addition to this, the PWM acquisition block is used for transmission of PWM
signals via TPU-B channel of MPC555. This unit is connected to the radio receiver
and gathers data in order to identify and verify the dynamical system or transmission
of pilot commands. The PWM generation is avaliable with PWM Out channels,
named as MPWMSM and command the servo actuators. The final block LEDs is
used for debugging operation and control the action of the program continuously.
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Core Design can be used easily by means of our block library, control and sensor
data fusion are implemented between sensor parsing blocks and actuator command
blocks. As a result, we developed block library in order to implement control and
such complex algorithms comfortably. In this work, The Real-Time Workshop tool
of Simulink generates and executes stand-alone C code for developing and testing
algorithms. This feature enables rapid prototyping for MPC555 based designs.

Figure 2.3 : The software library and drivers are developed in Simulink environment
for sensor integration and control implementation
2.2.2 TPU and Power Interface Board
One another prominent difference of core design in Physical Interface layer is the
existence of TPU interface board as seen in Fig.2.4. This circuit is mainly used to
convert TTL level RX-TX signals to UART RX-TX signals or back. The system
hardware also requires conversion of some 3.3V logic signals to TTL level (5V).This
is used for enabling the conversion between the receiver unit 3.3V PWM signal level
and 5V MPC555 PWM level. The second conversion is required for getting the PPS
signal directly into MPC555 unit. GPS receiver produces the PPS signal as a 3.3Vbased signal, this signal has to be taken to TTL level before getting it into MPC555.
For these purposes, a simple logic voltage amplifier is used in the system. This
integrated circuit is the 74HC541 IC provided by Motorola.
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Some of the components require 5V and some of them need 12V for appropriate
operation in microavionics hardware. The voltage level for the batteries is 12 Volts,
thus a conversion from 12V to 5V is required in the system. To overcome this
problem a voltage regulator IC was used. This voltage regulator is the 7805 unit,
which is 3-pin integrated circuit
In conclusion, these are the general characteristics and differences of MPC555 core
microavionics design. Some of features, which are not currently detailed in this
section, are the similar characteristics with CAN-Ethernet Bus based distributed
design. So these features are described in the next section.

Figure 2.4 : The functional diagram of the TPU and power interface board.
2.3 CAN-Ethernet Bus Based Distributed Design
2.3.1 General Architecture
General design architecture of multiple bus backboned of microavionics system as
shown in Fig.2.5 is composed of mainly four different layers. First layer: physical
layer is composed of different kind of sensory devices, actuators and power circuits.
This layer includes a Crista IMU, Garmin GPS, Honeywell Altimeter, Honeywell
Magnetometer, Laser Range Finder, Ultrasonic Range Finder, Angle of Attack and
Sideslip sensors. This sensor suite provides us considerable flexibility in design and
testing of autonomous and cooperative control experiments.
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The second layer is physical interface layer, which is used for conversion of sensory
information to the CAN data type. In addition, switching operation between autopilot
and RC pilot control with the help of Switch Circuit as shown in Fig.2.10. Switching
circuit has been tested on our ground and flight platforms extensively as seen in
Fig.3.3. Switch Circuit also enables transmission of the PWM signals produced by
human pilot commands during the flight. These signals are collected via MDASM
channels of MPC555. After capturing the PWM signals, MPC555 pack them as CAN
messages with stamping specific CAN IDs like sensory information.

Figure 2.5 : Microavionics General Architecture Functional Diagram
Another layer is processor layer structured around Ethernet and CAN BUS as in
Fig.2.5, which directs the control implementations with the help of Motorola
MPC555 processor, high level concepts like task assignment, mission planning and
collaborative control with the help of PC-104 processor and ARM processor for
communication with Ground Station and coordination pattern computation. In
addition, expendable Gumstix single board platform will recover the place of ARM
processor depending on minimizing the dimension of microavionics design and
decreasing the energy consume. A fourth layer is Network layer and consists of
Kvaser data logger, which logs information flow over CAN appending a time stamp
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to the message respectively. Second part of this layer is XTend RF module, IP
camera and wireless Ethernet module. ARM Processor board (LPC2294) is provided
the connection of RF Module with CAN BUS and all sensory information, and servo
signals send to Ground Station with the help of XTend 900 MHz RF transceiver
during the flight and ground tests. In addition, the IP Camera and wireless Ethernet
module is used for real-time video transmission. Because of the security of the
wireless communication and our system, separate battery is used for XTend RF Kit,
and some other equipment.
2.3.2 Processor
Motorola MPC555 processor is a 40 MHz processor in Fig.2.6 having a PowerPC
core with a floating point unit, accelerates the advanced algorithms. In addition, 26
kbytes of fast RAM is included. There is also a 448 kbytes of Flash EEPROM. A
serial communication includes queued multi-channel module (QSMCM). MPC555
has two on-chip RS232 drivers and dual on-chip CAN 2.0B controller modules
(TouCANs). The MPC555 core also includes two time processor units (TPU) and a
modular I/O system (MIOS1). 32 analog inputs are included in the system with dual
queued analog-to-digital converters (QADC64) 2 . In addition, integration of the
phyCORE555 single board computer module on our new in-house designed MPC555
Carrier Board as in Fig.2.6 is achieved. Consequently, our necessary general
purposes IOs are available for our architecture and this board allows In-System
Programming of MPC flash memory with the help of serial channel. So that our
newly designed carrier board covers 1/3 the area of the previous phyCore555 board
and carrier board consumes less energy.
Motorola MPC555 processor with our printed MPC555 Carrier Board, is the coreprocessing unit in the microavionics architecture, which enables the programmer to
design and prototype algorithms rapidly. One of the most critical utility is the support
of Matlab/Simulink Real-Time Workshop. Programmer is able to use all capacity
and devices of Motorola MPC555 with the support of Embedded Target Blockset
and Automatic Embedded code generation feature. Embedded Target Blockset for
MPC555 includes CAN Drivers, CAN Message Blocks, MPC555 Driver library and
versatile support for the user with some demos and example programs, which
2

www.freescale.com
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illustrate effective using methodology of the library. In addition, all configurations of
MPC555 resource are controlled directly from the MPC555 Resource Configuration
Block of Simulink MPC555 specific library. As a result we are not related with low
level programming of the processor so much, but even so we are strictly related with
developing high level control and mission algorithms of the autonomous systems.
In our design, one of the mainly used functions of MPC555 hardware is the Modular
Input Output System (MIOS) unit, which includes MIOS digital in, digital out, eight
dedicated pins for MIOS Pulse Width Modulation Out and ten pins for MDASM
Pulse Width or Pulse Period Measurement. The second of these function blocks is
CAN Message Blocks which enables transmitting or receiving CAN data over
CANBUS and converting data type during the communication. These blocks include
not only CAN Message Packing, CAN Message Unpacking before and after
transmission, but also features splitting the messages during the operation. The
availability of simple and rapid shaping of message in Matlab/Simulink environment
allows us to parse the sensory information with basic mathematical operations.
Complex algorithms and mathematical actions are also accelerated with the floatingpoint unit of the MPC555. Finally TouCAN transmit and TouCAN receive blocks
directly use two on-chip CAN communication units and configure the CAN message
format. These crucial advantages of the card, we met some problems on-going
operations, which are sourced from the specifics of MPC555. For instance, it is
strictly necessary to supply the MPC555 board 3.3V and 5V at the same time.
Sometimes failures occur in voltage regulator IC of our MPC carrier board because
of the cold weather. As a result, MPC555 caused problems during outside tests.3
The Arm Processor (LPC2294)4 is based on a 32-bit CPU in ARM7 family with its
256kbyte of embedded flash memory. 128-bit wide interface enables high-speed 60
MHz operation. It is included four interconnected CAN interfaces with advanced

3

In our earlier flight tests, we faced the failures of the MPC555 and its in-house designed carrier
board. After an intensive review we could detect the low atmospheric temperature as the source of
failures. We usually make test flights in the earlier hours of the day when the atmospheric
temperature is about 0 Celcius degree. At this temperature level the voltage regulator IC in the inhouse designed carrier board cannot work properly so that the MPC555 processor resets itself in
infinite cycle. Furthermore we tested our microavionics system design at low level temperatures and
fixed the carrier board. The test procedure involves keeping all microavionics hardware just like it is
mounted on the aircraft (with batteries) in a refrigerator along 30 minutes about 0 Celsius degree
and powering-up the hardware. We repeated this procedure in several times.
4
www.nxp.com
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filtering capability, serial interfaces include two UARTs (16C550), Fast I2C-bus
(400kbit/s) and two SPIs. In addition, eight channel 10-bit ADC, two 32-bit timers
(with four capture and four compare channels), PWM unit (six outputs), Real-Time
Clock (RTC), and watchdog. TCP/IP communication is also supported by the
Ethernet controller chip locating bottom side of the ARM. Real Time Operating
Sytems such as QNX, VxWorks are supported by ARM board and with this
capability, extensive number of operations are applicable.
Arm processor board is mainly used in the communication of the ground station with
the Avionics Box, computation of coordination patterns and this board is one of the
main part of processor layer of our microavionics hardware. Various custom codes in
C were written for this purpose such as CAN and Serial Communication, CAN to
Serial conversion and vice versa, digital Kalman filtering and sensory message
parsing.
Tiny886ULP, Ultra Low Power PC104+5 Computer is a 100% PC-AT compatible
single board computer having PC104 bus connectivity. Tiny886ULP provides 1Ghz
Crusoe processor (with FPU), 512Mb of SDRAM, IDE disk interface, 10/100
Ethernet, 2xRS232, VGA output, 1xUSB, PC104+ bus and PS2 keyboard/mouse
interface. With average power consumption of less than 5W provides easy
integration, performance, low-power dissipation (fanless) for microavionic
applications. Windows, Linux and QNX operating systems can be run on
Tiny886ULP and various PC104 boards have driver support for these operating
systems. Such as: CAN104 PC104 CAN controller board (provides 2 CAN 2.0b
interfaces which gives the ability to communicate with our present avionic bus.) and
Firespeed2000 board (provides three IEEE-1394 (firewire) serial ports. Hi-speed data
transfers are enabled from such as video sources, state of the art avionic busses.) The
100% PC-AT compatibility makes it possible to develop code directly on
Tiny886ULP and support for Windows, Linux and QNX operating systems make
very easy to reusing and porting existing codes which are developed on regular
desktop PCs.
Gumstix6 connex single board computer has a considerable high process capability,
however the dimension of the board is pretty small (80 x 20 x 6.3 mm). This module
5
6

http://amdltd.com
http://www.gumstix.com/
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is used for implementing Link 16 like communication and information distribution
algorithms in order to operate different missions. Gumstix use Linux 2.6 as an
operating system and it is supported with a free cross-compilation toolchain
"buildroot" for software development. With the help of these interfaces in-desktop
developed communication code is imported to this module.Connection between
Gumstix module and additional expansion boards supplied is provided by 60-pin
Hirose I/O header and a 92-pin bus header. "netCF" expansion board is attached to
our Gumstix board as a compact flash card and 10/100 Ethernet interface. In addition
to this, "Robostix" expansion card is used for providing 6xPWM output, 2xUART,
1xI2C and 8xADC. Furthermore, "Robostix" is very useful for ground robotic
applications which is operated in a standalone controller unit mode. Linux 2.6
operating system runs on gumstix and a free cross-compilation toolchain "buildroot"
is provided by manufacturer for software development.
2.3.3 Sensor Suite
Sensor suite in the microavioncs system design consists of an IMU, a GPS receiver
unit, a magnetometer (digital compass), a barometric altimeter, a laser range finder,
and an ultrasonic range finder. As the GPS receiver unit, we use the readily available
Garmin 15H. This device can track up to 12 satellites to determine the position and
the velocity of the vehicle, and also outputs a PPS timing signal. This PPS signal is
connected to the IMU for time stamping of IMU data. The NMEA sentences that will
be transmitted by the GPS receiver unit are user selectable through its custom
interface. The GPS data is received approximately every one second. This unit is able
to output the acquired data via a RS232 based serial interface. This unit provides
precise and accurate position and velocity information of the vehicle that is notably
vital for our design. Because, our navigation and control algorithms are very
sensitive to position measurements.
For inertial acceleration and angular velocity measurements, we use Crista Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) provided by Cloud Cap Technology. This unit is able to
output the acquired data both via a RS232 based serial interface and a CAN interface.
It also provides internal oversampling and averaging of the oversampled data
automatically before transmission. The data transmission and oversampling rates are
user selectable. The IMU is also able to time stamp the acquired signals via the PPS
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signal acquired from the GPS receiver unit. A data update rate of 50 Hz is used in
this work with an oversampling rate of 20 Hz. Especially angular velocity
measurements (p, q, r) are required by the autopilot control and navigation loops.
Without these measurements, precise control of the vehicle is not possible.

Figure 2.6 : Processors -1) The ARM Processors (LPC2294), 2) MPC555 with inhouse designed carrier board, 3) Tiny886ULP Ultra Low Power
PC104+ Computer, 4) Gumstix with Robostix and Netcf
The barometric altimeter unit used, Honeywell HPA (HPA200W5DB), is able to
provide both temperature and pressure measurements. Thus the pressure
measurements can be compensated according to the temperature. We use the
factory setting date according to the temperature. We use the factory setting date
update rate of 10 Hz. The data update rate for this device is user selectable. This
unit is able to output the acquired data via a RS232 based serial interface. This
sensor gives us opportunity to calculate barometric altitude which must be
measured for an air-vehicle navigation and control.
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Figure 2.7 : Manual Flight Test GPS Data recorded on March 13, 2008 at Istanbul
Hezarfen Airport (Last Loop and Landing) for autonomous take-off
and landing sensor verification
The magnetometer (digital compass) used for inertial orientation aiding is the
Honeywell HMR 3300. This unit provides three axis measurement of orientation
relative to the earth magnetic field. The orientation information of the heading angle
is of 360 degrees and fully covers the range whereas the pitch and the roll are of 60
degrees. The data update for this device is 8 Hz. This unit is able to output the
acquired data via a RS232 based serial interface. These Euler angles measurements
are also vital and required by the autopilot control and navigation loops. Without
these measurements, control of the vehicle is not possible at all.
In order to develop autonomous landing and take-off algorithms, the air-vehicle's
actual altitude has to be measured very precisely and accurately to prevent failures.
To achieve this, a laser range finder and an ultrasonic range finder are used. The laser
range finder (LRF) unit used for the actual altitude which is strongly dependent on
the terrain is the Opti-Logic laser range finder (RS400). The data update for this
device is 10 Hz. This unit is able to output the acquired data via a RS232 based serial
interface. This unit provides actual altitude of the vehicle relative to the terrain. The
altitude information ranges up to 400 Yards.
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Figure 2.8 : Laser Range Finder and Ultrasonic Range Finder Data During Take-off
(Manual Flight Test Data recorded in April, 2008 at Istanbul Hezarfen
Airport
The ultrasonic range finder (URF) unit used for the actual altitude, which is
measured while take-off and landing is Devantech SRF10 ultrasonic range finder.
This unit is able to output the acquired data via a I2C based interface. The data
update rate for this device is 10 Hz. This unit provides actual altitude of the vehicle
relative to terrain. The altitude information ranges up to 255 inches with one-inch
resolution.
An angle of attack (AoA) sensor and an angle of sideslip (AoS) sensor will be used
in our microavionics system design to measure angle of attack and angle of sideslip
which are two important states of the air-vehicle and must be used to design elegant
control and navigation algorithms. These sensors resemble vertical stabilizers of airvehicles and are coupled with infinite rotary potentiometers to give analog outputs
related to the angular position.
An RF transceiver kit used for making a communication link between the air-vehicle,
the ground station and the other vehicles is XTend 900 MHz RF transceiver.
The flight data recording unit is used for acquiring data from the CAN bus and
record it to SD and MMC compatible cards. The memory can be up to 2 GBs which
allow recording for hours for this work. The recorded data can easily be taken to a
PC for analysis. This CAN based recording unit is also used as a CAN-USB
converter, which can then be used for better debugging or system monitoring
purposes. We use the Kvaser Memorator CAN data logger as the flight data data
recording unit.
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Figure 2.9 : Execution Profiling Analysis
We made an execution profiling analysis (as shown in Fig.2.9) after connecting all
sensor devices to the MPC555 processor to test the capability of the processor. With
0.019994 sec (about 20 msec which is our sampling time) the average sampling time
maximum task turnaround time is 0.000559 sec in the worst case and the average
turnaround time is 0.000542 sec. In this execution profiling analysis all sensory data
are read and parsed to calculate the elapsed time for control and filtering. About 3
percent of processing capacity of the processor is used for parsing and the remaining
source of processor is enough for control and filtering.
2.3.4 Customized Boards: SmartCAN and Switch
SmartCAN: The distributed multi-processor design as shown in Fig.2.5 is structured
around CAN Bus line (with additional flexibility to include an Ethernet bus line also)
providing the ability to interoperate independent of processors with different
functionalilites, native operating systems and thus coding standards. This also
streamlines the microavionics allowing the reconfigurability for different sensor sets
through sensor customization via SmartCAN modules (as shown in Fig.2.10).
Most of sensors used in the microavionics system design are not compatible with
CAN Bus and have different output such as RS232, UART, I2C, analog, digital, etc.
Our in-house developed SmartCAN modules have all sensors structured around CAN
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bus, read, parse, and send all sensory information with predefined CAN IDs to the
CAN bus. These CAN IDs are selected in an importance order to give the critical
sensors priority.
Every SmartCAN node design uses PIC18F458 to direct sensory information flow to
and from CAN bus line. In case of using sensors which have RS232 or UART
output, MAX232 IC is used to convert TTL signals. After reading sensory
information, it is processed by the PIC microcontroller and transmitted to the CAN
bus via using PCA82C250 which is used for transition from the CAN protocol
controller to the physical bus CAN High and CAN Low outputs.
Four different sensors can be connected to a SmartCAN node. They can be switched
and monitored with on-board physical switches and system alive/data streaming led
indicators. The SmartCAN customized boards can be programmed with in-circuit
debugger programming ports which eliminate the handicap of unmounting the PIC
ICs for programming.
PIC microcontrollers are programmed with the help of timer interrupt routines to
reach the sampling rate of each sensor. In addition, watchdog timer software
protection is activated to avoid sensor reading failures such as GPS receivers cause in
many times while initializing.
Switch: Eventhough the microavionic system is designed for autonomous flight
tasks, it is very probable that unpredictable situations take form during flight tests,
therefore a mechanism that will let the human factor intervene the platform during
such conditions is a very critical functionality. For this purpose, a switch board as
shown in Fig.2.10 is designed. An extended feature of the switch board is the
capability of switching the PWM outputs between the manual flight (by RC) and
autonomous flight (by MPC555).
The Switch Board takes 8 PWM inputs from the RC radio transceiver and 6 inputs
from the MPC555 (or any other board) and directs the control inputs to the servo
actuators. Two of the 8 PWM inputs is for the channel selection and RC alive
information purpose and the remaining 6 PWM inputs is for human control. The
switching operation is established by a PIC18F873 and the 74HCT125 three-state
octal buffer is used as the interface of channel switches. When one of the control
sources (human pilot or MPC555) is not available, the Switch board assigns the other
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one as the actual controller automatically. In addition, for system identification and
health-monitoring purposes, the signals going to the servo actuators are provided as
another output which are read by the MPC555 in our architecture. These signals can
be used by MPC555 to estimate the servo position at any desired time.

Figure 2.10 : Autopilot Hardware -1) SmartCAN Node, 2) MPC555 with in-house
designed carrier board, 3) Switch Board, 4) Autopilot Deck
This board has an individual battery supply to avoid failures of the microavionics
system design and its power bus, which utilizes the switch board to keep working
properly even the microavionics system design is out of order. This customized
board also can be programmed with in-circuit debugger programming port which
eliminates the handicap of unmounting the PIC for programming.
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2.3.5 Ground Station
The ground station interface, which is shown in Fig.2.11, is used not only to
visualize the air-vehicle sensor data, but also to send waypoint data to the airvehicle's mission planning processor. The Ground Station graphical user interface is
designed with Delphi 7.0 and has three tabs. At the first tab, pilot primary flight data,
basic sensor reading with the sampling rates, CAN messages, MPC Alive state can
be seen. At the second tab, the digital map is loaded and waypoint commands can be
sent to the air-vehicle. At the third tab, initial parameters related to serial
communication protocol and digital map file can be changed. This GUI interface can
record all CAN messages as Kvaser Memorator data logger does with the same data
format, and can playback these log files simultaneously. It can also send a hearthbeat
signal to the air-vehicle to inform whether or not the communication link is still
alive.

Figure 2.11 : Ground Station Graphical User Interface
2.4 The Main Advantageous of Distributed Microavionics Design over MPC555
Core Design
1) In the former core mircroavionics architecture some sensory information was
parsing with MPC555 processor. This brought so much processing load for our
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rapid prototyping unit MPC555, which is also for controller implementations.
But in our new design all sensors is directly attached to the CANBUS and all
information and control signals flow over the BUS as depicted in Fig.2.5.
2) Some of our Inertial Sensors and GPS are not appropriate for CAN
communication protocol. In our new fully distributed design architecture all these
sensory information have different type of CAN IDs, that shows their concerning
group and priority with the help of our generic smartCAN node design as in
Fig.2.10. Furthermore CAL researchers constitute new CAN ID class for our
modular architecture concerning with the priority and characteristic of the
messages as illustrated in below. The serial number of devices is allocated in the
first 16bits of the 29bit extended CAN Identifier. Each Serial Number has to be
unique in the message and is dedicated for a specific sensor.
(01C1h) IMU
(01D1h) GPS
(01E1h) Magnetometer
(01F1h) Altimeter
3) In our new design, we integrate the phyCORE555 single board computer module
over our new in-house designed MPC Carrier Board as depicted in Fig.2.10,
which provides our necessary general purpose IO's to our architecture and this
board allows us programming MPC flash memory with the help of serial channel
without using PHYTEC Carrier Board. As a result, our MPC555 processor
integrated over newly printed carrier board, covers 1/3 of the previous version.
4) In our new design, it is not necessary to employ TPU interface board as shown in
Fig.2.4, which is mainly used for conversion between TTL level serial
communications signals and UART signals. In our previous design, although we
were in the need of 4 serial communication channels for our sensory parsing,
MPC555 has only 2 channels. As a result of this situation, we used 2 Time
Processor Unit (TPU) of the processor as a serial communication channel.
5) CAN Simulator designed for developing our Hardware-in-the-Loop testing and
CAN Simulator provides an opportunity for animating our real flights scenarios
and developing autonomous algorithms without using real testbed. Moreover HIL
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simulator is converted more generic structure after integrating with Flight
Network Simulator.
With the help of these newly designed and developed features of our fully distributed
with CANBUS data backbone (and with Ethernet BUS expansion) modular
microavionics architecture allow us developing navigation algorithms, support
cooperative coordination tasks in different kind of ground and flight platforms as in
Fig.3.3.
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3. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING of AIRCRAFT and MICROAVIONICS
CONTROL IMPLEMENTATION
3.1 Mathematical Modelling of Aircraft
We assumed that aircraft is a rigid body, that means every mass points stay at the
same place relatively. Therefore, the motion of the body can be described with six
degree of freedom. We know that the equations of motion are the consequence of
forces and moments over the rigid body from Newton's Second Law. Also these
equations are relatively affined with the axis system [13].
3.1.1 Translational Motion
From Newton's Second Law
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(3.1)



(3.2)

F is the sum of all external forces, M is the sum of all torques and H is the angular
momentum. It is possible to redefine these equations with the sum of equilibrium and
the perturbed component as in Eq.3.3 and Eq.3.4 [13].
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Here the reference frame is Earth axis system so we can depict the perturbed parts of
Eq.3.3 and Eq.3.4 as in Eq.3.5 and Eq.3.6. Here, "E" indicates Earth.
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In Equilibrium Flight, aircraft has no acceleration, when flying its straight path.
Because of relative velocity vector is invariant respect to fixed space and angular
velocity is zero. That is the reason why



sum of all externally forces as in Eq.3.7 [13].
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and  are zero. So we can express the



 is the angular velocity of the body with respect to the inertial reference frame.
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With the help of vectorial notation, ∆ can be expressed as in Eq.3.12
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These∆" , ∆# , ∆$ forces are applied to X, Y and Z axis. Thus, we reexpressed
Eq.3.13, Eq.3.14 and Eq.3.15 as Eq.3.16, Eq.3.17 and Eq.3.18 as in below.
∆%     ! 
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3.1.2 Rotational Motion
For a rigid body, angular momentum is as in below [13]
 (

(3.19)
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The inertia matrix, I is:
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where (++ denotes a moment of inertia, and (+, is a product of inertia.
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Transform the Eq.3.21 from body axes to earth axis
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From here ." , .# and .$ are
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The aircraft is symmetric about the XZ plane, as a consequence, ("# and (#$ are zero
[13]. As a result
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This results;
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(3.31)
(3.32)
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(3.33)

The gravitaional forces affects the aircraft is expressed in terms of the Earth axis.
The 4 is along ' axis. The resolution of 4 , in Body axis X, Y and Z
components.

5%  !4 sin 9

(3.34a)

5'  4 cos 9. ?@<>

(3.34c)

5&  4 cos 9. <=>

(3.34b)

Here 9 represents the angle between gravity vector and the & ' plane, > is the

angle between the projection of gravity vector over & ' plane and the ' . Besides,

the 9 and > angles are not the direct integral of angular rates P and Q [13].
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Also

>    A sin 9

(3.38)
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9   cos > !  sin >
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(3.39)

CDEG

A, > and 9 are referred as euler angles.
3.1.3 Linearization of the Inertial and Gravitational Terms

Eq.3.16, Eq.3.17, Eq.3.18 and Eq.3.31, Eq.3.32, Eq.3.33 are the inertial forces over
the aircraft [13]. Besides Eq.3.34 indicates the gravitational forces contribution to
these equations. The external forces over the aircraft are
%  ∆%  5%

(3.41a)

&  ∆&  5&

(3.41b)

'  ∆'  5'

(3.41c)
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5%, 5& and 5' are gravitational terms and ∆%, ∆& and ∆' are aerodynamic forces.

Besides, ∆/, ∆

and ∆3 are denoted by L, M and N. Therefore, the equations of the

aircraft for its six degrees of freedom, are referred in below
% L M"NO  P   !   4. <=9Q
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(3.42a)
(3.42b)
(3.42c)
(3.42d)
(3.42e)
(3.42f)

The Eq.3.43 are non-linear equation of motion and the solution cannot be obtained
analytically because of complex terms. As a result, we simplify the equation as the
motion variable has two components as in Eq.3.44. First one is named as equilibrium
motion (trim condition) and the second component is dynamic motion is denoted
with perturbations about mean motion.
 L   R
 L   T
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In trim conditions, there is no translational or rotational acceleration. So, the
equations, which represent trim conditions are in Eq.3.44
%  P  !    4. <=9 Q

(3.43a)
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(3.43e)

The perturbed equation of motion are expressed in Eq.3.45. If perturbations around
the trim motion, sines assigned as angles, cosines assigned as 1, both products and
squares of the perturbed quantities are negligible.
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where A , 9 M=U > is used to represent steady orientations, and A, 9 M=U > is the
perturbations in the Euler angles.

In addition to this, the necessary angular velocity components which represents the
rotation of the aircraft are expressed as in below:
X  > ! A< = 9 ! 9A cos 9

T  9 cos > ! 90A sinφ sin 9 1  A sin > cos 9  >A cos 9 cos> !

(3.45a)
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3.1.4 Linearized Equations of Motion
Taylor series is used about the the trimmed flight condition as illustrated in Eq.3.46
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From Eq.3.46, we inferred that the perturbed force z is affected only elevator input.
If the deflection of thrust , the deflection of flaps and symmetrical spoilers deflection
are considerable as an input of the perturbed force, some additional inputs , such as
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should be in Eq.3.46,

It is assumed that only elevator deflection is involved in the control of aircraft's
motion [13]. Hence the perturbed model in Eq.3.46 can be reexpressed as in below
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After the notational simplification, we substitute that
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As a result, Xx, Zx, and Mx are named as stability derivatives.
3.1.4.1 Equation of Longitudinal Motion
Four equation in the following is built the longitudinal equations of the aircraft [13].
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The following stability derivatives are most probable insignificant, so we generally
neglect them when we constitute the longitudinal matrices.
%_ , %a , %` , %bc , '_ , '`,

_ , 'bc

and

bc

With these assumptions, the equations of perturbed longitudinal motion can be
expressed as

R  %_ R  %` V !  T ! 4 cos 9 9

\  '_ R  '` V   T ! 4 sin 9 9  'bc 5
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3.1.4.2 Equation of Lateral Motion
The sets of equations applies to lateral motion [13].
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Expanding the left-hand side of first three equation
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After notational simplification
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This enable the Eq.3.53 to be simplified as:
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For conventional aircraft, following stability derivatives are insignificant and can be
neglected in lateral equations and also we accepted that ("$  0.
&u , &k , &k , &v , &v , &bw , /u , /v , 3u , 3v
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After this assumpsions, equations of lateral motion can be written as simply as in
below:

W  &u W  &by 5B !  S  4. ?@< >Q
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(3.55a)
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(3.55d)

A  S sec 0

(3.55e)

3.1.4.3 Longitudinal and Lateral Matrices
The linearization of translational and rotational equations enable classifying air
vehicle equations as longitudinal and lateral equations of motion. Besides it is
possible to collect these equations as in state space format depicted in below,

x& = Ax + Bu
y = Cx

(3.56)

As a result, it is possible to show our longitudinal and lateral equations of motions, as
shown in below matrices.
a) Longitudinal Motion:
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(3.59)

3.2 Autopilot Design Structure
After we obtain the linearized aircraft mathematical model with decoupling lateral
and longitudinal equations, we design the autopilot to stabilize the vehicle in
concerning trimmed conditions. The linearized lateral and longitudinal matrices of
Trainer-60 model aircraft were obtained with the help of Tornado Program as in
Appendix A.3 and Ref. [14].

Figure 3.1 : Autopilot Design Structure with inner and outer PID control loops [3]
At first, we measure the geometrical dimensions and mass of the aircraft. Then with
the help of Tornado program in Matlab, we obtained the stability coefficients of
aircraft for 15 m/s airspeed and 6 degree angle of attack trims. Moreover, we
acquired some of necessary stability coefficient with the help of analytical
calculation in Ref. [14].
The autopilot inner and outer loops are designed as depicted in Fig.3.1. The lateral
loops denoted as aileron from roll, aileron from roll rate, rudder from yaw rate and
roll from heading. The longitudinal loops named as elevator from pitch, elevator
from pitch rate, throttle from airspeed, pitch from altitude and pitch from airspeed
[3]. The nested control structure provide the airspeed, altitude and heading control of
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the aircraft with outer loops and stabilize the roll, pitch and throttle via inner loops as
seen Fig.3.1.
In addition to this, the general autonomous feedback control design structure, which
is also implemented in HIL platform and real aircraft platform, is as depicted in
Fig.3.2.

Figure 3.2 : General Autonomous Feedback Control [3]
3.3 Microavionics Control Implementation
A collection of in-house modified real UAVs/UGVs (including Vario Benzine and
Acrobatic Helicopters, Trainer 60 fixed wing platform and a 1/6 scale Humvee [2])
are integrated with our cross-platform compatible microavionics systems to support
autonomous flight. The experimental micro-helicopter, fixed wing and ground
vehicles equipped with sensors and on-board computing devices, provide the
necessary infrastructure to support advanced research on autonomous flight including
vertical take-off and landing, vision based control and distributed autonomy.
"Aricopter's" base structure is a COTS benzine helicopter manufactured by German
model helicopter manufacturer Vario. The Benzine trainer model of Vario was
selected as the flying platform, because of Vario's advantages on price, structural
strength, and lifting capacity, over the other options like Century Heli's "Predator
Gasser" and Bergen R/C's "Industrial Twin". "Microbee" is an advanced flight
platform that is based on Vario's Acrobatic helicopter. This helicopter has an
increased flight envelope and enables acrobatic maneuvers to be carried out. "Trainer
60" is a beginner level fixed wing platform with a wingspan of 160cm and serves as
the main aircraft platform for fixed wing tests. "Humvee" is a ground vehicle which
is used for testing the basic functionality of the avionics system. It is a 1/6 scale
model of Hummer and it is manufactured by Nikko.
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Figure 3.3 : Real Unmanned Aircraft and Ground Vehicles
These experimental flight and ground platforms provide a unique opportunity to
prototype and demonstrate novel concepts in a wide range of topics covering agile
maneuvering [15], advanced flight controls [16], active vision sensing and fleet
autonomy [17].
Algorithmic design and development of the multi-operational autonomous system is
split into five different sections: flight/ground testing, system identification and
model verification process, mathematical modeling of the flight/ground platform,
controller design and simulation as depicted in Fig.3.4. First of all, our UAV/UGV
platforms are realized around simple and fundamental generic mathematical models
to simulate the system and design the appropriate controllers. These appropriate
controllers are used in real flight and ground tests to develop the dynamic model of
the flight or ground platforms. In addition, the verified dynamic models are tested
with hardware and software simulation setups to improve controllers and
autonomous algorithms. Then the conceptual design loop returns back to the outside
flight and ground experiments to test the modified controllers and algorithms to
improve the autonomy of the system. Our extra capabilities and abilities to realize
the algorithmic design concept are described in the following sections.
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Figure 3.4 : Design and Development Concept of Autonomous Flights
Matlab/Simulink is the main software development environment for designing the
basic autonomous control algorithms (including landing and take-off) and waypoint
navigation which can be rapidly embedded into the MPC555 microcontroller. All the
inner and the outer control loops, and the navigation loops typical to mini UAVs are
also realized on the MPC555 microcontroller. The microavionics system design is
also capable for testing and implementation of autonomous control algorithms, agile
maneuvers, and with minor software modifications it can also be used in formation
flight experiments. The same microavionics design is currently being transformed for
usage in a VTOL tailsitter aircraft which has distinct and switching flight regimes
such as hover flight, level flight, and hover-level flight transitions.
In the following sections, we will review two basic algorithmic development
processes as examples. First, the autonomous control and a way-point navigation
experiment on "Humvee" is illustrated. Through this, we will provide insight on the
extensive usage of Matlab/Simulink environment for simulation and actual code
generation for the outside tests. Second example details the hardware-in-the-loop
testing of the Trainer 60 autopilot design before the actual flight tests. Both
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applications demonstrate the flexibility and the rapid-prototyping capability of the
microavionics system.
3.3.1 Autonomous Control and Way-point Navigation Experiment on Humvee
The process that we followed to develop the ground vehicle closed loop control and
navigation algorithms is illustrated in Fig.3.5.

Figure 3.5 : Microavionics Control Implementation Process Flow Diagram
At the first step, we made a Matlab/Simulink simulation which emulates all sensory
data and control architecture via using a non-holonomic car-like ground vehicle's (as
shown in Fig.3.6) dynamics. The classical PD-controller design (as shown in Fig.3.6)
which controls the heading of the vehicle is tested with the help of this simulation.
The principal aim of this simulation is to tune the two parameters, which are
proportional and derivative coefficients of the controller. Before adding our waypoint
navigation algorithm to the simulation, the PD-controller is tuned.7 Essentially, our
simple waypoint navigation algorithm, which is based on this heading controller tries
to reach the given waypoints by changing the reference input angle between the
vehicle heading and the target waypoint. The waypoint navigation algorithm runs
between two points with comparing the distance between the given waypoint and the

7

We tuned the controller after outside testings. Initial values of the controller coefficients are
selected arbitrary and changed according to outside testing performance. Percent overshoot,
settling time and rise time are changed by tuning these parameters. Our simple waypoint navigation
algorithm is added to the simulation after obtaining an acceptable performance.
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ground vehicle. If the distance is equal to or less than a predefined limit, the
algorithm accepts the following point as the new target waypoint. All target
waypoints are embedded in two vectors (latitude and longitude vectors in waypoint
navigation algorithm Embedded Matlab Function Block) and waypoint navigation
algorithm is fed by these latitude-longitude couples in a predefined order. Our
microavionics system design is also capable of accepting target waypoints via
Ground Station as depicted in Section 2.3.5. In real outside tests, a GPS receiver is
used to update the position measurements and a digital compass is used to update the
heading measurements. Linear velocity of the ground vehicle is taken as constant in
order to simplify the controller structure. The simulation results, as seen in Fig.3.7,
show that the performance of our controller and waypoint navigation algorithm is
satisfactory.
After verification of the simulation, it is adapted to the MPC555 microcontroller. The
new Matlab/Simulink simulation which is compatible with the Real-Time Workshop
is given in Fig.3.6. Most of the blocks of the previous simulation must be replaced by
the Matlab Real-Time Workshop compatible ones. For instance, ground vehicle's
state blocks are replaced with TouCAN blocks (standard blocks of MPC555
Simulink library) to measure position information by GPS receiver and heading
information by digital compass in adapted simulation. Moreover PWM Out blocks
(standard blocks of MPC555 Simulink library) are added to drive servo actuators on
the ground vehicle and mathematical model of the ground vehicle in the previous
simulation is removed because it is unnecessary to use in real outside tests. In
addition, embedded codes needed for the design of the control and navigation
algorithms when standard Simulink blocks are insufficient or exhaustive can be
included in this simulation by using Embedded Matlab Function blocks in both
standard C and m-file (Matlab Script Language) notation. After the adaptation
procedure, the C code required by the MPC555 microcontroller is generated and
embedded into the MPC555 microcontroller. The controller hardware (MPC555)
becomes ready for outside testing. The outside test results given in Fig.3.7 can be
used in two ways, which are performance analysis and HIL simulator integration as
depicted in Fig.3.5.
The controller algorithm can be fine-tuned after performance analysis, system
identification and model verification can be carried out, and mathematical model of
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the unmanned vehicle can be improved by using the sensor data obtained from
outside tests. This sensor data can also be played back for visualization. In our
application, the FlightGear open-source flight simulator is the main visualization
environment. Hardware-in-the-loop testing of the autopilot system for Trainer 60 will
be discussed in detail in section 3.3.2.

Figure 3.6 : Simulation and Embedded Code for Navigation and Control of Humvee
and Implementation. In picture a) the waypoint navigation simulation of
Non-holonomic car like robot and in picture (Control methodology is
classical PD control for heading angle from magnetometer and angle
rates fromIMU gyro), b) mpc555 embedded waypoint navigation
algorithm with PD control for Humvee.
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This microavionics control implementation process takes less time than conventional
methods do and enables the researchers to focus on the design of control and
navigation algorithms at a higher level and prevents the unnecessary effort of lowlevel programming.

Figure 3.7 : In picture a) Matlab/Simulink Simulation output of non-holonomic car
like robot and In picture b) Outside Test Results for Closed-Loop
Navigation and Control of Humvee (Waypoints [(0;0), (0;20), (20;20),
(20;0)] meters in ENU frame for outside testing)
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3.3.2 Hardware-in-the-loop testing of the autopilot system for Trainer 60
The HIL testing capability of an autopilot system for Trainer 60 is one of the most
important step to design the multifunctional autopilot algorithm as it is described in
generic conceptual design as in Fig.3.4.
HIL Setup in Fig.3.8 illustrates the general distribution structure of all hardware
around Controller Area Network BUS (CANBUS) and Ethernet BUS backbone. HIL
platform can be split into four main layers. At the first layer, the sensory information
is transmitted to MPC555 via CAN Playback Device or state information via
feedback from xPC Target Box. The design of CAN Playback Device was one of the
crucial point for realistic HIL testing and it is capable of transmitting sensory
information (GPS, Altimeter, HMR, IMU) over CANBUS via Softing PC To CAN
Interface Card. It is important to note that this sensory information can also belong to
real flight data recorded in the data logger (Kvaser Memorator). In addition, the
wireless communication of HIL setup with Ground Station is available in this layer.
At the second the processor layer, we have an MPC555 processor to different types
of control algorithms, and ARM processor to compute coordination patterns, transmit
or receive information via XTend RF kit, and PC104 for high level control
implementations, mission planning, and task assignment. Third layer is named as
dynamical model layer and includes xPC Target Box. Identified and Verified aircraft
or ground vehicle dynamic models is embedded in xPC Target Box, and receives
vehicle control inputs, transmit vehicle states by means of CAN channel.
Furthermore, position and attitude information are transmitted via UDP packets from
xPC Target. In the fourth layer named as visualization layer, the information is
converted to longitude, latitude and Euler data of the vehicle and sent to the network
for visualization in FlightGear Flight Simulator. In addition, real vehicle hardwarein-the-loop test is achieved as the control inputs can be sent to the aircraft servos as
PWM signals.
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Figure 3.8 : Generic Projection of Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulator for Trainer 60
aircraft
The Hardware-in-the-Loop test of the autopilot system is realized in two different
ways. The first method is named as "Option-A:Playback Mode", which is illustrated
in Fig.3.9. All the sensory information flow is from CAN Playback Device into the
MPC555 over CANBUS. MPC555 uses the data as the sensory information during
real flights and generate PWM signals as the control signals of Trainer 60 model
aircraft. As a result, the real Trainer 60 is animated our real ex-flights over the HIL
testbed or xPC Target Box converts the sensory information to vehicle coordinates
and coordinate angles to visualize the recorded flight via FlightGear.
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Figure 3.9 : Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulator Design Structure - Option A
Second of all, "Option-B:Simulated Mode" is used for testing the autopilot algorithm
and demonstrate its performance via FlightGear Flight Simulator as depicted in
Fig.~\ref{optionb}. In the second mode, vehicle states flow over CANBUS to the
MPC555 as the sensory information and MPC555 generates control inputs. Then
control signals are transmitted to the xPC Target via CAN messages. xPC Target
sends UDP packets to visualize our autonomous way point algorithm afterwards.
During the test of our Autopilot Algorithm, the verified dynamic model is embedded
in xPC Target and control loops are embedded in MPC555 processor.
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Figure 3.10 : Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulator Design Structure - Option B
Autonomous waypoint navigation algorithm for Trainer-60 was tested via HIL
System and split into three crucial layers as in Fig.3.11. In the core layer, there are
inner loops to generate appropriate PWM signals for the maneuvers of Trainer 60.
The core layer is directly connected to a second layer, which includes outer loops
such as Altitude Hold, Airspeed

Hold and Heading Hold (also defined as

Coordinated Turn) [3] as shown in Fig.3.12 and generate the references for the inner
loops. The third layer is a navigation layer and generate the altitude, velocity and
heading of the aircraft according to our waypoint map as it is described in section 3.1
for Humvee waypoint navigation algorithm in detail. In addition, navigation layer
needs the state information of the aircraft which is provided from our Sensor Suite.
Moreover, the piloted take off and the test of the autopilot algorithm during way
point navigation is illustrated in Fig.3.11.
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Figure 3.11 : Simulation, FlightGear adaptation, xPC Target and MPC555 integration
Linear Longitudinal UAV autopilot as depicted in Fig.3.1
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Figure 3.12 : Matlab/Simulink Simulation Results of Micro-UAV Autopilot, in Fig. a)
Take-off by Human Pilot and in Fig. b) Waypoint Navigation by
Autopilot.
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4. HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP INTEGRATION
The Flight Network Simulator as in Fig.4.1 has the capability of testing different
kind of flight missions and cooperative flight algorithms for manned-unmanned
platforms in joint airspace. Outside flight tests, as a part of day-to-day testing
activities, need extensive logistics and may result in unnecessary risks (especially at
the first trial tests) when there is complex collaborative applications. As a result, HIL
integration and testing of the microavionics system in a joint airspace mission
simulator has critical importance. Specifically, the mission simulator serves as the
first order critical hardware verification and software validation step before the actual
flight tests.
In addition, one unique feature of the in-house developed mission simulator is that it
allows the real in-flight UAVs to connect to a simulated mission scenario. This
capability allows manned-unmanned formation flight test experiments to be carried
while the manned platform is simulated and the actual UAV being in flight. As such,
for UAV fleet experiments, the members of a large UAV fleet can be simulated
while only a subset of them being in real flight. Before going into the details of the
hardware-in-the-loop integration of the microavions system(and the actual mini UAV
platforms) to the mission simulator, we will first review the general design and the
architecture of the flight mission simulator covering the main components and data
flow layers.
4.1 Hardware in-the-loop integration of the microavionics system and the UAV
platforms
The hardware in-the-loop integration for the microavionics system is achieved in two
modes: Mode A and Mode B. In mode A, the system is configured in the stand-alone
HIL structure as illustrated in Section 2. In this setup, the xPC TargetBox computer,
named as dynamical model layer, embeds our real time aircraft or ground vehicle
dynamic model, and receives vehicle control inputs, transmit vehicle states by means
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of CAN channel with the microavionics system. For the mission simulator scenario
and visualization integration, xPC TargetBox is linked to the World Computer to
which it transmits Dynamic Packet (D) position and attitude information via UDP
packets over the wired ethernet line. At the World Computer , through StateSender,
this is converted into (P) multiplayer packets for visualization and scenario
integration.

Figure 4.1 : Network Mission Simulator Block Diagram
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In this particular setup, the microavionics module located at the lab, runs as if in real
flight configuration implementing real-time controllers and algorithms in simulated
joint airspace. The mission related communication is achieved through the original
flight CID module with the wireless ethernet across all the other simulated manned
and unmanned systems.

Figure 4.2 : Hardware-in-the-Loop Integration into the Network Mission Simulator
In mode B configuration, the microavionics system is installed on the UAV/UGV for
outside flight tests. During the flight test, the UAV/UGV connect to the mission
simulator sending the Dynamic Packet (D) addressed to the World Computer through
the CID module to the simulator's own CID module with external antennas over
wireless ethernet. In addition, it receives 1Hz updated scenario picture information
from the \textit{World Computer}. At the mission layer, the manned simulation or
virtual unmanned simulation link to the real flight module through the simulator's
CID module. Simulator's own CID module basically acts as a router with the flight
test unit and the simulated units.
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Figure 4.3 : The Integration of the UAV into the Network Mission Simulator during
real-flight
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5. CONCLUSION
In this work, i described modular distributed CAN bus-backboned microavionics
design as depicted in Fig.1.2 and its control implementation both in HIL and real
environment. In addition to this, i explained the methodology of autopilot design for
a linearized, trimmed aircraft models and explained how to obtain Lateral and
Longitudinal matrices.
The MPC555 processor, its programming mentality, designing of Hardware-in-theloop-System for cross compatible platforms was introduced and extensively
described in the previous chapter of thesis.Furthermore, the integration of Hardwarein-the-Loop System to the Network mission simulator was demonstrated in this work
extensively.
As i have already mentioned in the first chapter, UAVs have a broad application field
and today many on-going researches include studies concerning with UAV concepts.
In our laboratory, after the microavionics design step will be finished, researchers
will implement and test their path planning and coordinated control algorithms over
this platform.Moreover, we would like to convert the system full autonomous
structure with autonomous landing and takeoff capability beside waypoint
navigation.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A.1:
COORDINATE FRAMES

There are mainly four significant coordinate frames as seen Fig.A.1 for air vehicles
[5].

Figure A.1 : Typical Coordinate Frames for Air Vehicles, α :Angle of Attack, β:
Sideslip Angle of aircraft

The Inertial Frame  : The inertial coordinate system is an earth fixed coordinate

system with origin at the defined home location [5].The x-axis directs North, y-axis
directs East and the z-axis is towards the center of the earth.

The Body Frame  : The origin of the Body Frame is at the center of the aircraft.
The x-axis is overlapped with body reference line and point the nose of the

aircraft.The y-axis is on the right wing and the z-axis points down to aircraft. Body
Frame is a body fixed reference frame as it is seen in Fig.A.1

The Stability Frame  : To generate aerodynamic forces and stabilize the air

vehicle, the airvehicle must fly at a certain angle with respect to the wind vector [5].
The name of the angle is angle of attack as it is seen in Fig.A.1. The x-axis of the
stability frame aligns with the projection of the relative wind vector. The y-axis is
overlapped with the y-axis of body frame and there  angle difference between the zaxis of stability frame and the body frame.
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The Wind Frame  : Because of the enviromental conditions such as wind, there is
an angle denoted as sideslip  between the nose of the aircraft and the airspeed

vector.The x-axis of wind frame is aligned with the relative wind vector. The y-axis
has a $\beta$ angle difference with the y-axis of stability frame and the z-axis is
overlapped with the z-axis of stability frame.
APPENDIX A.2

FORCES,

MOMENTS

VELOCITY

COMPONENTS

in

a

BODY

F˙IXED

COORDINATE

Figure A.2 : Body Axis System
Table A.1 : Definition of Forces, moments, and velocity components in a body fixed
coordinate [1].
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APPENDIX A.3
CONTROL AND STABILITY DERIVATIVES OF TRAINER 60 USING TORNADO

The Tornado program is used to obtain the stability coefficients of Trainer 60 model
aircraft with determining geometrical structure and trim conditions. Tornado is a 3-D
vortex lattice program for obtaining forces and moment over the aerodynamic
surfaces of the aircraft. Tornado is written in Matlab and

obtained forces and

moments from Tornado is determined the stability coefficients of the aircraft. The
geometric lengths are measured, the linearized airspeed is determined as 20 m/s and
the alpha (α) and beta (β) angle is determined as 0 degree. By means of Tornado, the
aerodynamic coefficients were obtained as you can see in below.
We determined the geometrical dimensions and enter them in Tornado program and
obtain Tornado model as shown in Figure A.3

Side

Front

Top

ISO

Figure A.3 : 3-D mesh of the Geometry of Trainer 60 in Tornado
In Figure A.4, pressure coefficient plot is obtained during the aircraft flies in trim
conditions.
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Figure A.4 : Pressure Coefficient Distribution

Tornado Computation Results
JID:
test3
Downwash matrix condition: 34.4938
Reference area: 0.6205
Reference chord: 0.34
Reference point pos:
0 0 0
Reference span: 1.825
Center of gravity :
0.085

0

Net Wind Forces: (N)
Drag: 1.1738
Side: 1.0147e-015
Lift:
53.2798

Net Body Forces: (N)
X: 1.1738
Y: 1.0147e-015
Z: 53.2798

Net Body Moments: (Nm)
Roll: -3.562e-015
Pitch: -5.2848
Yaw: 5.17e-016

CL
0.35047
CD
0.0077211
CY
6.6746e-018
CDtrefftz N/A

CZ
CX
CC

Cm
Cn
Cl

STATE:
alpha:
beta:
Airspeed:
Altitude:
Density:

0
0
20
0
1.225

0.35047
0.0077211
6.6746e-018

P:
0
Q:
0
R:
0
PG Correction:

0

-0.10224
1.8634e-018
-1.2839e-017

0
Rudder setting [deg]: 0
0
0

As it is seen above, the generated lift is 53.27 N and this is equal to the weight of
Trainer 60 model aircraft with its microavionics hardware. So the force and lift
results are reasonable dependant with the equality of weight to the generated lift in
trimmed flight condition.
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The results of control and stability derivatives as shown in below. This values are
used for obtaining lateral and longitudinal matrices as described in section 3.

TORNADO CALCULATION RESULTS, Derivatives
JID:
test3
0
P:
Reference area: 0.6205
α:
0
Q:
Reference chord: 0.34
β:
Airspeed: 20
R:
Reference span: 1.825

0
0
0

CL derivatives :
CL
4.6619
α
CL
-1.9271e-005
β
CLP
1.5355e-008
CLQ
8.2187
CLR
-6.682e-008

CD derivatives :
CD
0.17702
α
CD
6.1222e-006
β
CDP
1.5582e-006
CDQ
0.21967
CDR
2.8764e-007

CY derivatives :
CY
-2.8946e-014
α
CY
-0.1815
β
CYP
0.075081
CYQ
-6.5944e-013
CYR
-0.16819

Roll derivatives :
Cl
2.0619e-014
α
Cl
0.038398
β
ClP
-0.44782
ClQ
-5.8425e-012
ClR
0.051513

Pitch derivatives :
Cm
-2.0853
α
Cm
1.1127e-005
β
CmP
1.0314e-007
CmQ
-11.0578
CmR
2.3691e-007

Yaw derivatives :
Cn
-1.672e-014
α
Cn
-0.081428
β
CnP
0.036759
CnQ
-4.141e-013
CnR
-0.076904
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